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**NEW**

**PREMATURE WITHDRAWAL PROMOTES KIRK UNITY**

An openly gay man who was due to begin training to become a minister in the Church of Scotland has abandoned his application to “prevent further division in the Kirk.” Former lawyer Drinie Morrison, who is studying theology at Glasgow University, has been in a civil partnership for more than three years. He was put forward by the Presbytery of Hamilton despite a long ban on discussing the stance of the Kirk on homosexuality and the induction or ordination of gay ministers. Mr. Morrison claims his withdrawal was in the best interests of the Kirk. “I do not wish, and have never sought, to be a cause of division within the Church I love so dearly. Therefore, after much heartfelt deliberation, and after much prayerful consideration, I have decided to withdraw as a full-time Candidate in Training for Ministry of Word and Sacrament in the Church of Scotland.”

**HILL STILL ALIVE**

The gay LibDem Environment Leader of Edinburgh City Council, Robert Abdie, has denied reports that the council intends to restrict nightlife access to popular cruising area Calton Hill. While Edinburgh council is drawing up plans for Calton Hill to preserve and protect the area for the enjoyment of residents and visitors, these do not include any proposal that it should be shut at night,” he said.

**GAY GORDONS**

Glaskow’s artistic and gay communities have firmly rounded on the city’s Gay Council Leader and the agency in charge of the city’s museums and galleries, branding their handling of a major exhibition on human rights issues facing LGBT people as “homophobic,” “censorious,” and “underhanded and cowardly.”

Dane Torr wrote an open letter to Steven Purcell, Leader of Glasgow City Council, and Bridget McConnell, Chief Executive of Culture and Sport, Glasgow, objecting to the censorship. “On the one hand there is the launch of a new late-night comedy on E4 called Rick and Steve: the happening gay couple in all the world, and meanwhile at Glasgow’s GOMA there is the censorship of commissioned work by a gay filmmaker. These films must be launched at GOMA – as advertised ‘Let Glasgow Flourish.”’

**HANDY TIP**

A Day In Hand announces the first ever international Sausage-see-hand holding “Shh! Saturday” on Sat 26th Sep. On this day, same-sex couples and friends all over the world are encouraged to hold hands in public to support the visibility of LGBT people.

**Sshh! Saturdays**

A Day In Hand announces the first international Sausage-see-hand holding “Shh! Saturday” on Sat 26th Sep. On this day, same-sex couples and friends all over the world are encouraged to hold hands in public to support the visibility of LGBT people.

**INVERNESS ASexual GROUP**

Inverness does not experience sexual attraction to either males or females. It is not through fear of intimacy, the inability to find a partner, a disorder, tragedy, painlessness or celibacy. It is a sexual orientation experienced by approximately 600,000 people in the UK. If you identify as asexual or simply want to find out more about asexuality, the following might help you with a view to starting a group.

http://www.highland-services.org/vacancies

Salary £22,513 pa. www.equality-network.org/vacancies

This is a full time (35 hours a week). Starting the Big Lottery Fund. The three year post is funded by the National Lottery through groups, and establishing and managing volunteer development, facilitating opportunities for young people to take part in the LGBT games, sports activities, a glitzy awards evening is Mon 19th Oct 7.30-9.30pm. Gay Gordons groups in London and Manchester for a few years already, they have many members and have weekly evening dance sessions all year round, so it is about time Scotland had its own LGBT Scottish Country dance group. All ages and levels of experience are welcome, from beginners to experienced Scottish Country dancers. Come and experience the fun and laughter of Scottish Country dancing, with the freedom to dance with partners of the same sex, in the home county of the dances.

The first Gay Gordons Edinburgh evening is Mon 19th Oct 7.30-9.30pm and then every Mon for 9 weeks until December 14th. The venue is the Quaker Meeting House, 7 Victoria Terrace (near Grassmarket), Edinburgh, EH1 2JL. The cost is just £3 per session or £25 for the 9 weeks term. Gay Scottish Country dance tutor Tim Bolton-Maggs will run the evenings and also give tuition on how to do the dances and steps. Don’t feel too long – half the places are taken already. To join in the fun, E-mail info@gaygordonsedinburgh.co.uk or call Future Line on 0131-623 3918 (office hours). The website is www.gaygordonsedinburgh.co.uk

Hillside...
**SCOTLAND’S ANNUAL CELEBRATION OF QUEER CULTURE**

NI DOLLS, French hit BABY LOVE, old style horror in BANISHED and gay parenting issues Swedish-style with PATRIK 1.5.

The main Glasgay! performance Festival gets underway from 3rd Oct – 8th November 2009 at up to 14 venues across the city. Featuring four world premiers of newly commissioned works for theatre, the programme is an exciting line up of top acts and emerging talent. The commissions include:

* Jackie Kay’s THE MAIN BROON
* MONOLOGUES – a side splitting look at contemporary “wummin”

Drew Taylor’s new play MEMORY CALLS, a stab in the dark of couple love where two characters are snared in an underground tryst.

* Marni O’Callahan’s PLAYING HOUSES – a biting look at the typical Scottish family from hell where teenage dads, absent elders and the futility of family communication takes a terrible toll on single mothers.

* Matthew McIntosh who brings us CHILD MADE OF LOVE where we witness two gay dads’ enduring story of hope as they pray for adoption, surrogacy or magic.

The line up for the rest of the festival includes:

* Louise Welsh’s new play MEMORY CALLS
* Jackie Kay’s THE MAIN BROON
* Matthew McVarish who brings us PLAYING HOUSES
* Martin O’Connor’s PLAYING HOUSES

**GLASGOW FILM FESTIVAL**

GLASGAY! Performance festival runs:
3rd Sep – 6th Oct 2009

GLASGAY! Film festival runs:
2009.

GLASGAY! is a Dystopic vision of life today on the screen.

SHANK, a dystopic vision of life today on the screen.

Firstly the GLASGAY! FILM FESTIVAL events.

Good girl talk, can you believe it? September aka Glasgay again already!!?? How flaming drunk have I been this year exactly??? The time is flying faster than Concorde on an express route. Darn bloody time to catch my breath long enough to fit you in on the goings on for the next month in this land of beer, boys, boys, and bears!! So let’s march on forward my little chums with the best of the very best of all events and outings here in Glasgay!!

September and October bring us a veritable feast of homosexual fun and games, yes my sweeties. Time for Glasgay! 2009, that annual celebration of queer culture and now in its 16th year!! Glasgay! brings to the Merchant City something for every guru, with films, theatre, club nights, comedy right down the slightly more “out there” events such as Visual Art! There quite shiv being wayaa to much for moi to fit into my slender little 30kg but never these less I shall pop in some of the events that caught my eye! Being a bit of a film buff, I’ll start with what’s shaking at the Glasgow Film Theatre over Glasgay!! … they’ve got numerous cinematic options for you but the two that caught Miss Shivey’s eye are Green Parks (Sun 5th Oct, 6.15pm) – a drama about a group of London rent boys which drives into the trials and troubles of prostitution. Another that sounds good is Dolly’s (Sun 4th Oct, 7.45pm). A coming of age tale of three high school pupils on route to Holland to work for the summer, however a little lesbianic crush is in the mix! Something which I think will be highly interesting is a talk by a leading figure in the International Gay Rights movement….

All smiles

The lovely Gary

Oct. 7, 4.15pm. By all accounts he is a funny (and not according to Gary Glasgo) individual and what miserable FUCKER doesn’t like a bit of Comedy? There is BYEOND much more going on during the festivities of homosexsuality that is Glasgay! what with it running until 11th Nov but my fr shaky mancefured fingers simply haven’t got it in them to hope everything…for more info on it pop onto the website – www.glasgay.co.uk

Glasgay! another new item is that at the G1 outlets are now providing customers with loyalty cards which means free points which means free pints (etc., etc., etc.) and not only can you use this and therefore get your free drinks all at the G1 venues but you can also tally them up at Corinthish and all other G1 restaurants when you’re choosing down. My plan is to save all my points up and use them for a marathon (clack out at Xmas I’m the season to get early after all!!) Anyone fancy joining me? Last but not least, Monday nights will never be the same again apparently! Theatrics is hosting a night called Scence and all drinks are a quid except if you want a part then you can get it free…(apparently!) … but it’s busy and my pal DJ Fotoslate Julie is amazing on the decks with the tunes and there are pable erect and ready for your very best DJs Venue Impersonation! Starts from eleven onwards and is located on Queen Street facing the old Archaos. Right so I’m going to be brutally honest with you all now, you ken how I am. It’s currently a Saturday night and everyone knows how thoroughly dedicated to this magazine I am so I really is time for these skittles to hit the street and start clip hopping all the way to our little gay inner city circle…. Hopefully I will see you there and if not don’t worry about me. Where them in is fun to be had. I always feel it! Good times armpo, good times!
Here goes with another round up of what’s happening North of the Border...

Grantee Granite Stormer’s FC Update

The team are holding a “Surely Fun Day” on 4th Oct for anyone to come along and to study the club’s history, which will include a huge influx into town. Rod is always welcoming new players and one off events so speak to him or one of the staff if you fancy a kick about. To help serve the club.

Wellman’s Health Studio

Wellman’s on Holburn Street is still offering itself to you in certain days to the older generation (get to be PC nowadays) and to study the studio. Learning to go to the bar and how to be served. The circle includes sauna, steam room, jacuzzi, lounge, coffee bar as well as a private “play area” on the upper floor. Drop in and see the girls, get a look round and make it as comfortable and welcome all.

You can find them at 218 Holburn Street, Tel: Aberdeen (01224) 211411. www.wellmans-health- studio.co.uk

Scene Update

Cheer Bar continues to go from strength to strength with a huge drag entertainment programme in the pipeline. Cheeky ‘hi’ to Jay and Lisa. If you have a moment, please do have a look and find out more about what a fab night - Tony was dancing on the dancefloor, my current favourite tunes being ‘You are my Sunshine’ and ‘Satisfaction’.

That’s it for another month if you have any info, photos, gossip do get in touch!

dun deagh

Hey guys and gals - what a busy month I have had!!!

My week started with a quiet drink before my dominoes game but, before I could get too drop my drink, I was getting chatted up by the hottest guy in the building.

A few birthdays celebrated this month at the Ginger. Jan’s birthday was a success and the Steps camp Karaoke theme. Barby Jimmy had the night all to himself with all the action and what a tab night - Tony was dancing on the table flashing his fishnets (what an image). Natale Tubul was increditable - what an amazing voice she has - we are hoping to see her again. Scarleth Diamante, as always, was very sexy. And I almost forgot to mention the book bar thanks to my Bubba’s handy work.

At the Ginger, Jan is having another 11pm-2.30am. Visit her at 10.30pm with DJ’s from 9.30pm.

The Gaugers newtons:

Andi Watson: Bananarama’s Karaoke Fun is where...

Thu. Get ready for the weekend and have a cheeky pint with Jimmy.

Fri: DJ Ross banging fresh tracks and all the latest. Barby Jimmy is on deck from 10pm.

Sat: DJ Ross’s Saturday show – U R Ready!!!

Sun: Annoy! Karaoke Cave 9 pm – please be there on time.

Mon: Rest after the weekend and Alana will get you a cocktail.

Tues: Gossip Gay – join the bar babies for some gossiping and drinks.

Bars Crime will be coming soon – more details soon.

A Happy Birthday to Dean on orat.

There’s a lot happening Out this month with fun night...it didn’t get off to a great start with what a tab night - Tony was dancing on the table flashing his fishnets (what an image). Natale Tubul was increditable - what an amazing voice she has - we are hoping to see her again. Scarleth Diamante, as always, was very sexy. And I almost forgot to mention the book bar thanks to my Bubba’s handy work.

Amberbank’s Karaoke Fun is as always. Michael and Leanne did a remake of Kate and Anna McGarrigle’s ‘Farewell'. If you’re looking for a quiet night out then Jimmy and Tony are the way to go.

At the Ginger, Jan is having another 11pm-2.30am. Visit her at 10.30pm with DJ’s from 9.30pm.

The Very Miss DJ Ross made a special appearance last Sat. DJ Ross For a Night and will return during your weekend. Mention this month to Barbados Jen and Alana, Darrn, with a wee cheeky ‘hi’ to you on my way around or have a comment or want a mention please get in touch.

The Ginger newtons:

Joey Dunn: Barby Jimmy’s Karaoke Fun is where...

Thu. Get ready for the weekend and have a cheeky pint with Jimmy.

Fri: DJ Ross banging fresh tracks and all the latest. Barby Jimmy is on deck from 10pm.

Sat: DJ Ross’s Saturday show – U R Ready!!!

Sun: Annoy! Karaoke Cave 9 pm – please be there on time.

Mon: Rest after the weekend and Alana will get you a cocktail.

Tues: Gossip Gay – join the bar babies for some gossiping and drinks.

Bars Crime will be coming soon – more details soon.

A Happy Birthday to Dean on orat.

There’s a lot happening Out this month with fun night...it didn’t get off to a great start with what a tab night - Tony was dancing on the table flashing his fishnets (what an image). Natale Tubul was increditable - what an amazing voice she has - we are hoping to see her again. Scarleth Diamante, as always, was very sexy. And I almost forgot to mention the book bar thanks to my Bubba’s handy work.

Amberbank’s Karaoke Fun is as always. Michael and Leanne did a remake of Kate and Anna McGarrigle’s ‘Farewell'. If you’re looking for a quiet night out then Jimmy and Tony are the way to go.

At the Ginger, Jan is having another 11pm-2.30am. Visit her at 10.30pm with DJ’s from 9.30pm.

The Very Miss DJ Ross made a special appearance last Sat. DJ Ross For a Night and will return during your weekend. Mention this month to Barbados Jen and Alana, Darrn, with a wee cheeky ‘hi’ to you on my way around or have a comment or want a mention please get in touch.
**BADGE OF SHAME**

Born out of American evangelical Pat Robertson’s abortifacient deal with the Bank of Scotland, widely blamed on Medias and gay activists, Stagecoach bus company multi-millionaire Brian Souter bankrolled a campaign to prevent the Labour administration from repealing Section 28, which forbade local authorities from ‘promoting homosexuality’. He was roundly reviled. Since then, this member of the Church of Nazarene has turned his attention to the Scottish National Party (SNP) where his targeting has considerably more success.

£150,000 of Souter’s money helped Alex Salmond become Scotland’s First Minister by one vote.

The SNP’s so-called ‘reformers’ on the repeal of Section 28 disenfranchised young people and students who were more likely to change address, by using an out-of-date electoral register. With fewer young people bothering to vote and with the co-ordinated action of churches at election time, Alex Salmond must know that his religious MSPs stand a very good chance of being elected. However, Salmond’s encouragement of MSPs to wear their religion on their sleeve is something I think he might already be coming to regret. Alex Salmond not only ‘likes religion’, he champions those like Tony Blair for remaining quiet about it. Salmond confesses he chastises those like Tony Blair for being elected. However, Salmond’s religious MSPs stand a very good chance of date electoral register. With fewer young people becoming Scotland’s First Minister his money is having considerably more effect.

In 2009, in the forthcoming by-election in Glasgow’s North East, former BBC journalist David Kerr was selected to stand in Glasgow’s North East, former BBC journalist David Kerr was selected to stand for the SNP. The_by-election in Glasgow East by-election in 2008. Won by John Mason for the SNP he thanked everyone “who prayed for him”. Later that year, the SNP were not so thankful. The_by-election in Glasgow East by-election in 2008. Won by John Mason for the SNP he thanked everyone “who prayed for him”. Later that year, the SNP were not so thankful.

As a member of Easterhouse Baptist Church, the SNP proudly chalked up another outspoken religious to its ranks at the Glasgow East by-election in 2008. Won by John Mason for the SNP he thanked everyone “who prayed for him”. Later that year, the SNP were not so thankful.

The_by-election in Glasgow East won by John Mason for the SNP he thanked everyone “who prayed for him”. Later that year, the SNP were not so thankful.

The SNP proudly chalked up another outspoken religious to its ranks at the Glasgow East by-election in 2008. Won by John Mason for the SNP he thanked everyone “who prayed for him”. Later that year, the SNP were not so thankful.

As a member of Easterhouse Baptist Church, the SNP proudly chalked up another outspoken religious to its ranks at the Glasgow East by-election in 2008. Won by John Mason for the SNP he thanked everyone “who prayed for him”. Later that year, the SNP were not so thankful. The_by-election in Glasgow East was already suffering under a sentence of the Lockerbie bombing, Abdulbaset Ali al-Megrahi, Scotland’s Justice Secretary announced that al-Megrahi was already suffering under a sentence “imposed by a higher power”. So now you have it from a high judicial Secretary. Cancer is a punishment from God! Against a lot of international condemnation, his controversial sentence was backed by the Catholic Church and the Church of Scotland before the move to allow his release was intervened by the Church’s propaganda machine, Thought for the Day, in his support.

Despite research linking lingering homophobia with homophobia and the continuous exposure of those numbers, religious militants continue to pour time, money and energy intoricks to the ‘silent majority’ of Muslims, the SNP have given their tacit support to Shari’a law. No one can weaken the right to freedom of speech and expression of religious groups. In addition, the concept of condoms was to be removed from leaflets going out to all Scottish schools, even non-Catholic ones. Support for the Muslim community not to co-operate with Tayside Development Project and for supporting the restoration of an existing state around the world into a devolved unit and for supporting the restoration of an existing state around the world into a devolved unit and for supporting the restoration of an existing state around the world into a devolved unit and for supporting the restoration of an existing state around the world into a devolved unit and for supporting the restoration of an existing state around the world into a devolved unit.
part of it. The growing popularity of the Internet which, for many, has become the first point of call for factual information about the LGBTQ community and venues, has also meant that the role of an organisation such as LGLS has diminished. The provision of support and information over the telephone, has diminished.

Organisers say there has been a fall in volunteers, but add that calls have also tailed off after the past 12 months. This is a positive sign that people are more aware and tolerant about gay issues than it was when the Switchboard began in 1974. The Switchboard operated two telephone lines, main line and lesbian line, as well as an information service as well as an Interchange social group. Both help lines were popular, particularly at the weekend and trained volunteers offered a listening ear, advice and a befriending service for isolated callers. Starting at a volunteers’ fat, the helpline has always been a source of advice and support. Volunteers were on hand to help with all manner of enquiries. In the early days when there was no after help, the service provided real support in terms of information, sexual health promotion, sexual identity, relationships, coming out and above all, this was confidential.

LGBT members will be held on Wed 28th Oct and organisers would love to see past and present members welcome, volunteers and well-wishers at the usual time and place.

Volunteers, past and present will be all hands on deck at their final social event to celebrate the successes of LGLS. These events have been running twice yearly since the mid-90s and have been very popular, many selling out weeks before the event. Themes such as The Glam Ball, Valentine’s Ball, Tartan Fling, Nordstrom, Snooze Ball, Rio Carnival, Swingin 60s, Cupids Ball and Saints and Sinners proved to be a huge hit in the yearly social calendar and we hope that the Finale will be the best ever.

Host up your stalls and get aboard on Sat 31st Oct at the Assembly Rooms, George Street, Edinburgh for the Final Fling. An evening of nautical naughtiness and sailors’ scavenger on the high seas awaits you.

More information about the closure of Lothian Gay and Lesbian Switchboard can be found at www.lgl.co.uk
Advertising: Current charges just £30 a month for ads and with your discount - E-mail: E30@blowjobworld.co.uk  
Tel: 0131-510-9866.

Brad - Edinburgh: Making great looking guys all over deep body massage. All safe free, contact 07965 601339. [44]

Edinburgh

I am a 47 year old gay male offering full body and tantric massage - experienced in carries out these techniques - Greens gay. Call 07972 853367. 

Get your next copy of Sco Gay: Call 0906 1100265.  

Call charged at £1.50 per minute.

'Nowcasting'

Massage For Guys - Edinburgh

Relax, unwind and let Tony help you release your tensions. I am very professional and will make you feel welcome. Sessions last just over an hour. No rush, no rush. Rates: £30 (£20 for students). Phone 07983 620350 or e-mail: MassageForGuys@yahoocom. [44]

Massage For Men - Edinburgh

Stedi is a handy, offering chill out, gay, with a deeply relaxing, indulgent, sensual full body massage. City centre - running massage and bodywork, sports massage, relaxed, experienced, caring gay masseur. £30 for sessions, £55 students. Direct - let's talk. Tel. 07711-335-840. [44]

Massage Services

Good looking, experienced, professional gay masseur in Glasgow city area offers his services, full body, face, and massage. Relaxation, massage, Reiki, aromatherapy, and more. Rates: £55. Please phone to book. Call 07973 658099. [54]

WHERE TO STAY

Edinburgh City Centre

Hit the road and let Tony take you on a 50s nostalgia tour - £50 an hour. Enjoy a relaxing hot oil massage. Deep tissue manipulation using sensual Tantric techniques - guaranteed to make you feel relaxed. Offered by fully qualified and trained gay masseur. Sessions last just under an hour. No rush, no rush. Rates: variable rates - £30 (£15 for students). Phone 07858 420202 or e-mail: MassageForGuys@yahoocom. [44]

Massages in Private Rooms, in the southside of Edinburgh. Outcalls can be arranged. Call 07972 853367. 
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Stylish modern living for the gay male traveller

Right in the heart of the gay village

In-room TV, DVD and CD plus fridge, microwave and tea/coffee making facilities

Affordable rates
Off street Parking

0131 556 5094
www.villageapartments.co.uk

5 Broughton Market, Edinburgh, EH3 6NU, Scotland.

Edinburgh’s only guesthouse for gay men
45 Alva Place, Edinburgh
0845 257 1475
www.alvahouse.com

Steamroom
Dry Sauna
Labyrinth
Massage
Cafe Lounge
Free Internet
Large Spa Pool
Vertical Tanning

5 Broughton Market
between Bannatyne St & Canonmills St
Edinburgh
0131 477 3567
11am - 11pm Daily
www.steamworks-sauna.co.uk

YOU CAN’T GET HOTTER!